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Internet of Things
First introduction
Encompassed in the fourth industrial revolution, namely Industrial 4.0, and with a more direct
impact to the individual as an end user, is Internet Of Things, commonly known as IoT. The IoT
is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital machines, objects,
animals or people that has an ability to transfer data over a network without requiring humanto-human or human-to-computer interaction. The first “official” IoT device was a Coke machine
on the campus of Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1982. The students
wanted to be able to know in advance if newly loaded cans of soda were at peak coldness, so
they rigged the machine to report this information to a computer in a nearby office.
Despite of its age, IoT technology is constantly evolving, thus we are facing disruptive changes
related to our habits of living, as there is a myriad of opportunities and possible applications of
IoT either in industrial settings or in day-to-day life.
While it provides effective and efficient solutions too many real world problems there are
significant challenges regarding security and privacy that must not be ignored.
Practical relevance – This is what you will need the knowledge and skills for
After learning this content unit, you will know what Internet of Things is and what are the main
applications of this new technology.
Additionally, you will learn about the most common issues related to security and privacy of IoT as
well as how to react in case of a cyberattack to any of your smart devices.
Overview of learning objectives and competences
In LO_Internet of Things in everyday life_O1 you will know the most important aspects that
describe Internet of Things and the main applications of this technology
In LO_ Internet of Things in everyday life_O2 you will learn what are the main security and privacy
risks related to Internet of Things
In LO_ Internet of Things in everyday life_O3 you will be familiarized with some technics to react to
security and privacy problems that will come with Internet of Things.

Learning objectives
LO_Internet of Things in everyday life_O1

LO_ Internet of Things in everyday life_O2

LO_ Internet of Things in everyday life_O3

Fine objectives
FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O1_O1:
You will learn about the structure of IoT and
how it works
FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O1_O2:
You will know about the applications of IoT
FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O2_O1:
You will have access to a brief presentation of
security issues of IoT
FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O2_O2:
You will have access to a brief presentation of
privacy issues of IoT
FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O3_O1:
You will have access to some recommendations
to deal with security and privacy issues within
IoT.

FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O3_O2:
You will have access to a brief presentation of
some methods in order to react to a
cybersecurity incident.

1.Build knowledge – Internet of Things in everyday life
Over the years there has been a rapid growth in the domain of Internet of Things (IoT) in terms of
technology as well as market growth. The networking of computers called as “Internet” revolutionized
the way we share the information. The IoT can be considered as next revolution in how we perceive
and share the information (Virat, 2018). In the box below you can access a simplified definition of IoT:

Definition
Internet of Things is the concept of connecting any device (so long as it has an on/off switch) to the
Internet and to other connected devices. The IoT is a giant network of connected things and people all of which collect and share data about the way they are used and about the environment around
them.
Devices and objects with built-in sensors are connected to an Internet of Things platform, which
integrates data from the different devices and applies analytics to share the most valuable
information with applications built to address specific needs. In the figure below you can find two
good examples of a IoT technology.

As we have seen before, the IoT is a broad term used to refer to the vast network of internet
connected devices that exist today.
The Internet of Things promises to be the most important technological development for consumers
since the advent of the smartphone. Experts believe that this technology will eventually generate
more than $123 billion in annual revenue by 2021 and the statistics point out that there will be more
than 36 billion devices connected to the internet by the end of 2020.
As a matter of fact, major companies, such as Amazon, Goole and Tesla are already working with
software development services to produce cutting-edge IoT devices. The IoT is expected to make
advanced smart homes a reality. More examples of IoT technologies include self-driving cars, wearable
devices that track body markers, patient adherence to behavioural changes, voice assistants (Alexa for
example), intelligent heating systems, etc.
Because of that, we can easily recognize that the overall society will be in touch with an IoT device at a
certain point. Therefore, it is very important to improve the overall behaviour of citizens and their
privacy/security.

The dynamics, intelligence and mobility of IoT make it a high demand technology but also make the
IoT vulnerable and risky under security and privacy terms. To understand the complexity of this
challenge, you need to comprehend the basic architecture of IoT, characterized by a dynamic
structure. The number of layers that composes the architecture of IoT diverges immensely between
experts, but all of them agree that IoT is composed by at least four layers: Perception, Network,
Processing and Application.

As you can notice, the Application Layer facilitates the global management of the smart applications
and provides specific services to the user. In the next table the Top Applications of IoT in day-to-day
life are presented:
It is an interconnected home where all types of things interact with each other via
the Internet. For example, in a smart home you can switch on air conditioning on
Smart Home
your way home or you can activate the washing machine while you are at work.
Essentially, everything is interconnected to make your life simpler and convenient.
These devices (such as Fit Bit) collect data and information about the user that is
Wearables
later pre-processed to extract essential insights. These small, highly efficient
gadgets broadly cover fitness, health and entertainment requirements.
A smart vehicle which is able to optimize its own operation, maintenance as well
as comfort of passengers. These vehicles are being used in smart transportation –
Smart/Connected
that includes waterways, railways, roadways, etc. - receiving real time information
Cars
about roads, accidents, road diversions and closures, in a way that provides the
maximum safety to the driver and passengers.
It involves everything that composes a city, like surveillance, transportation,
energy management systems, water distribution, urban security and
Smart Cities
environmental monitoring. For example, the government can automatically be
informed about measured pollution levels or shortage of energy supplies, etc.
Farmers are using meaningful insights from the data to yield better return on
Smart Agriculture investment. Sensing for soil moisture and nutrients, controlling water usage for
plant growth and determining custom fertilizer are some simple uses of IoT.
Power grids of the future will not only be smart enough but also highly reliable. In
Power
smart power grids, the usage of smart meters, home gateways, smart plugs and
Management
connected appliances helps in conserving resources and save money for
consumers, manufacturers and utility providers.
A connected healthcare system and smart medical devices represents a revolution
for society, as it has significant impact not just for companies, but also for the
well-being of people in general. The application of IoT in healthcare domain,
includes obtaining information about health parameters of an individual like blood
Smart Healthcare
pressure, body temperature, heart beat measurements etc through ultra-low
powered, highly energy efficient and small-sized wearable devices. This
information collected can be shared with the respective individuals, and health
care centres for further action by doctors.

1.Apply knowledge
Exercise SINGLE CHOICE
Associated fine objective: FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O1_O1:

Situation: What is the “Internet of Things”?
Task: Please identify the right option following the single-choice principle: Only one answer is true.
• IoT is a network of connected servers that are accessed over the internet.
• IoT is digitalization and automation of every part of the company, as well as the manufacturing
process.
• IoT is a global wide area network that connects computer systems across the world.
• IoT is an incipient technology which focus on inter-connection between things or devices to
each other and to humans or users to achieve some common goals.

Exercise MULTIPLE CHOICE
Associated fine objective: FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O1_O2:

Situation: What are the main applications of Internet of Things?
Task: Pick the right options following the multiple-choice principle. None, one, more than one or all
options can be true
• Power-line monitoring and smart grid power transition.
• Production supply chain management in retail.
• Production supply chain management in transforming industry.
• Regulation of water in agriculture.

2.Build knowledge – Internet of Things and security and
privacy issues
Smart consumer devices connected to the Internet of Things are constantly collecting personal
information from consumers. Therefore, one of the biggest concerns related to the implementation of
Internet of Things in our daily lives is linked to the security and privacy of personal and even sensitive
personal information, since the theft of personal information can cause serious harm to individuals,
businesses and overall society. IoT is a ubiquitous technology with a complex architecture and
structure. Consequently, it creates novel security and privacy problems, hitherto considered harmless
or undefined. Those concerns are mainly related to:
1. IoT technologies have longer lifespan compared to smartphones and desktop computers.
2. There are various numbers of manufacturers, most without traditional information technology
(IT) expertise, resulting in interoperability issues and poor security hygiene.
3. This lack of IT expertise extends to end users (who are all de facto system administrators).
4. Number of devices and global connectedness exacerbate all issues. In fact, it is estimated that
there are 50 billion connected devices at this moment.
Security of data and user’s privacy are different concepts but they are not mutually exclusive. Indeed,
a security attack or cyberattack, automatically compromises user’s privacy.
The challenges that must be overcome to resolve IoT security and privacy issues are immense. This is
primarily because of the many constraints attached to the provision of security and privacy in IoT

systems. Nevertheless, in the box below a brief definition of those concepts, applied to IoT, is
presented.
The type of security and privacy threats and attacks that IoT is subject to depends on its layers, since
each layer has different particularities and associated technologies. In the following table a summary
of the most common cyberattacks to IoT framework as well as the degree of impact to the four layers
that composes IoT architecture are displayed:
Brief description

Malicious code

DoS attack

Routing
Information

Eavesdropping

Identity theft

Sinkhole attack

Phishing attack

Any code in any part of a
software system or script that is
intended to cause undesired
effects, security breaches or
damage to a system
Cyberattack in which the
perpetrator seeks to make a
machine or network resource
unavailable
Protocols that routers can use to
exchange network topology
information
Is the act of secretly or stealthily
listening to the private
conversation or communications
of others without their consent
Deliberate use of someone else’s
identity usually as a method to
gain a financial advantage or
other personal information
Threatens the security of WSNs
at almost evert layer of their
protocol stack
Fraudulent attempt to obtain
sensitive information or data
typically carried out by email
spoofing or instant messaging

PERCEPTION
LAYER

NETWOR
LAYER

PROCESSING
LAYER

APPLICATION
LAYER

High

High

Low

High

Low

High

High

Low

Low

High

High

Low

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

High

As you can observe, there is a variety of possible attacks that can compromise IoT devices security and
privacy with a different level of impact depending on the layer. Thus, there are considerable
challenges that must be tackles by all parties involved: IoT manufacture or developer, government and
end user.

2.Apply knowledge
Exercise MULTIPLE CHOICE
Associated fine objective: FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O2_O1:

Situation: Regarding the security of IoT devices and its users, which statements are true?
Task: Pick the right options following the multiple-choice principle. None, one, more than one or all
options can be true
•

Data security is required when data are being generated and stored.

•
•
•
•

Security requirements for IoT applications must be applied in three layers: application layer,
network layer and perception layer.
The probability of occurring a phishing attack in an IoT device it’s higher is in its processing
layer.
The architecture of IoT allows malicious entities to exploit vulnerabilities intrinsic to each one
of the IoT layers.
A malicious code can affect at least three layers.

Exercise SINGLE CHOICE
Associated fine objective: FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O1_O2:

Situation: In consideration of IoT user’s privacy, which statement is true?
Task: Please identify the right option following the single-choice principle: Only one answer is true.
•
•
•
•

The significant growth that the IoT has shown during recent years has brought in several
privacy concerns as data availability decreases, sponsored by common and usual properties of
the IoT.
Manufactures needs to guarantee the protection of users’ personal information associated to
their movements, habits and interactions.
Privacy refers to how well the IoT devices defends against user data being stolen.
Privacy is only at risk in the application layer.

3.Build knowledge – Internet of Things and its users
protection
Early in the year of 2019, CNN managed to access a variety of camera feeds using a search engine for
IoT devices Shodan. They remotely watched children playing in a middle school gym in Indonesia, a
man getting ready for bed in a Moscow apartment, an Australian family coming and going from their
garage and a woman feeding her cat in Japan. All of them seemed unaware of the fact they were
broadcasting their lives online every second of the day. According to CNN, none of the cameras had
had security checks and were open to anyone who knew the right address.
To avoid that this kind of situation happens to you, there are some technics, procedures and
behaviours that should be adopted both by the IoT device developer and by the smart device user.
Below you can see some measures to react and to prevent cyberattacks in all the layers that composes
IoT devices.

As you can observe most of the privacy and security mechanisms for IoT should be implemented. IoT
developers should focus their efforts in the creation of devices that are physically secured and
protected with cryptographic algorithms, hardened gateway platforms, complex encryption, anti-virus,
anti-spyware, anti-adware and advanced and updated security technics. Therefore, the user is
dependable of the security mechanism already integrated in the IoT devices to secure their privacy
and security. Nevertheless, there are some actions that you, as an IoT consumer, must be aware to
overcome various IoT security and privacy threats:
1st – Read the security requirements and the privacy policy for the devices
Always choose an IOT device from a trustworthy and transparent manufacturer. You are entitled to
know the security technics implemented in the IoT.
As well, you should always read the privacy policy of the device as you must be aware of how your IoT
device works and the reasons your data are being collected and used by IoT smart devices. Put simply,
before using an IoT device, you should be able to know if you can:
1) Access, view and remove the data collected from you via IoT;
2) Disconnect your IoT devices when you want to do so;
3) Consent to your personal data storage on the IoT device.
2nd – Stop using the default password!
The first thing you should do with your IoT device is to check if it allows you to change default
passwords. Always use a strong unique password to each and every device that you own. Don’t forget
to change the passwords of your Wi-Fi router as well!
3rd – Deactivate remote access (WAN) to the device
If you are at home right now, google “what is my IP address” on your computer. What you see there is
your WAN IP address. This address is unique on the Internet at any given time. If you travel away from

home, that IP address is what you can use to access your smart home devices remotely. If the devices
are not secured, the IP address is all that is necessary for anybody who wants to access them. In fact,
that was what CNN used to access a variety of camera feeds!
4th – Disable the features that are not used
A trustworthy smart device is a device that allows you to personalize its features. For example, if you
are not using your smart watch to collect your latest workout data, enable the Bluetooth connection;
or if you don’t need to record your jog path, enable the GPS and location track.
5th – Be a Super-Agent of Cybersecurity!
Did you know that 95% of cybersecurity breaches are due to human error? Therefore, cybersecurity
literacy is the most important way to eliminate cyberattacks. In order to be a Super-Agent of
Cybersecurity, you must master all the phases of the cyber awareness plan:

Whether you use Internet of Things devices in your daily life, or you are a business owner or manager
that uses technology and Internet in day-to-day activities, you must heighten the chances of catching
a security or privacy attack before it is fully enacted, minimizing damage and reducing the cost of
recovery.
By now, you have all the basic knowledge to ace in the identification of threats and vulnerabilities, in
the assessment of risk and in the device’s protection. But what if, despite all the prevention and
carefulness, you are still a victim of a cyberattack incident while using Internet of Things? The answer
relies on the 4 W’s: Who, What, When and Which.

Make a list of who to call in case of an
incident. It’s critical that you know who will
make the decision to initiate recovery
procedures and who will be the primary
contact with appropriate law enforcement
personnel.

Your response plan should clarify the
types of activities that constitute an
information security incident. In regards
of an organization, that includes incidents
such as your website being down for
more than a specified length of time or
evidence of information theft.

Make sure you have a plan
for what to do with your
data in case of an incident.
This may include shutting
down and rebooting your
entire IoT systems.

Determine when to alert emergency
personnel, cybersecurity professionals,
service providers or insurance providers.
Don’t forget to involve your family, friends and/or employees in the cyber awareness plan, as
cybersecurity is a responsibility of every IoT user!

3.Apply knowledge
Exercise MULTIPLE CHOICE
Associated fine objective: FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O3_O1:

Situation: Which security measures should you implement as to prevent cyberattacks in your IoT
devices?
Task: Pick the right options following the multiple-choice principle. None, one, more than one or all
options can be true
a) Install homomorphic encryption.
b) Install firewalls.
c) Create fragmentation redundancy scattering.
d) Change default passwords of router.
e) Disable features in my smart device that are not being used.
f) Deactivate remote access to the smart device.

Exercise MULTIPLE CHOICE
Associated fine objective: FO_ Internet of Things in every day life_O3_O2:

Situation: To become a Super Agent of Cybersecurity, what should you do?
Task: Pick the right options following the multiple-choice principle. None, one, more than one or all
options can be true
g) Learn how to program in order to encrypt IoT devices.
h) Establish a contingent plan following the 4 W’s: “What is being generated?”, “Where are data
stored?”, “When are data used?”, and “With whom are data shared?”
i) Establish a contingent plan following the 4 W’s: “Who to call?” “What is my course of
action?”, “When to alert others?”, and “Which activities are incidents?”
j) Involve all my family, peers and employees in the cybersecurity awareness.
k) Develop the incidence response plan only after suffering a security breech, as is the only way
to know the right actions for the incidents still to come.
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Save Knowledge
Internet of Things, or simply IoT, is a buzzword these days. The IoT will undoubtedly change the way
that individuals interact with the world and technology around them. This network of internetconnected devices will have many positive impacts.
IoT represents a revolution in the way we interact with each other. As a matter of fact, IoT created
new kinds of interaction, as it is a technology that allows the connection between things, processes,
people, animals and almost everything that we see around, by using Internet.
Despite being a simple concept, IoT needs an elaborate architecture to properly function. IoT
architecture is made at least of four layers, namely, perception layer, network layer, processing layer
and application layer. It is in this last layer that we have the perception of utility of IoT, as it represents
smart applications and smart devices that could be used in many fields, making them “smarter”: smart
homes, smart agriculture, smart cities, smart healthcare, and many others.
The dynamics, intelligence, and mobility of IoT make it a high-demand technology but also makes the
IoT vulnerable and risky under security and privacy terms. All the layers of IoT are subjected to
different cyberattacks. Therefore, smart devices designers must actively participate in the
development of effective security and privacy measures, thus making IoT more robust in terms of
security.
Nonetheless, the leading cause of IoT vulnerability is the lack of security awareness. People,
businesses and society overall must engage in the enhancement of cybersecurity literacy in order to
eliminate the number one cause of cybersecurity breaches: human error.
Always remember, be a Super Agent of Cybersecurity!

